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of the IMEX scheme was evaluated for two cases: In one, the material properties
of the coupled domains are quite different (R << 1) and in the other they are
the same (R = 1). For both cases, in the asymptotic range, the IMEX schemes
preserved the design order of the time integration scheme. However, it was observed
that in comparison to R << 1, for R = 1 the influence of the partitioning error
on the partitioned solution becomes more noticeable, causing the larger deviation
of partition solution from the monolithic one. Furthermore, while for R << 1, the
IMEX schemes did not encounter any stability issues for relatively small time steps
(compared to the time scale of diffusion in the problem), for R = 1 instabilities do
appear at such time steps. For the considered test case, instability occurred when
the Fourier number of the domains exceeded unity, Fo = Fo1 = Fo2 > 1. To
stabilize the algorithm, subiterations must be performed.
- The computational efficiency of the higher order IMEX schemes relative to the
partitioned second order θ scheme was considered using a test case in 2-D involving
coupled conduction problem of three domains. Even though greater number of
implicit solved per time step is required for the IMEX schemes compared to the θ
scheme, it was demonstrated that to arrive at the same accuracy, the IMEX schemes
required less computational effort.
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Abstract. A local proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) plus Galerkin projection
method was recently developed to accelerate time dependent numerical solvers of PDEs.
This method is based on the combined use of a numerical code (NC) and a Galerkin sys-
tem (GS) in a sequence of interspersed time intervals, INC and IGS, respectively. POD is
performed on some sets of snapshots calculated by the numerical solver in the INC inter-
vals. The governing equations are Galerkin projected onto the most energetic POD modes
and the resulting GS is time integrated in the next IGS interval. The major computa-
tional effort is associated with the snapshots calculation in the first INC interval, where
the POD manifold needs to be completely constructed (it is only updated in subsequent
INC intervals, which can thus be quite small). As the POD manifold depends only weakly
on the particular values of the parameters of the problem, a suitable library can be con-
structed adapting the snapshots calculated in other runs to drastically reduce the size of
the first INC interval and thus the involved computational cost. The strategy is success-
fully tested in (i) the one-dimensional complex Ginzburg-Landau equation, including the
case in which it exhibits transient chaos, and (ii) the two-dimensional unsteady lid-driven
cavity problem.
1 INTRODUCTION
Reduced order models (ROMs) have become an increasingly active research field along
the last twenty years. This is due to their interest in both understanding basic mechanisms
of fluid systems [7, 15] and improving prediction and design in industrial processes [4, 11].
Concerning the latter, in mature sectors such as automotive and aeronautics, a trend
is observed to promote the use of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) in aerodynamics
design, intending to decrease the huge cost of wind tunnel tests. The main difficulty is that
traditional CFD approaches (such as direct numerical simulation or turbulence models)
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still require huge computational resources and CPU time, especially in multi-parameter
problems. As a consequence, reducing computational effort of CFD solvers is becoming a
crucial step to facilitate their industrial use.
Proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) combined with projection of the governing
equations onto a POD manifold has been seen to produce ROMs of both steady [1, 10]
and evolution problems [3, 12] which allow to drastically decrease computational cost.
In evolution problems, these models consist in (i) identifying a low dimensional POD
manifold that contains a good approximation of the relevant dynamics and (ii) using
as reduced order model the Galerkin system (GS) obtained by projecting the governing
equations onto this manifold. A basis of the POD manifold is constructed by the method
of snapshots [17], which consists in applying POD methodology to a set of numerically
calculated snapshots spanning a portion of the phase space of the dynamical system that
contains all relevant orbits. Time integration of the GS turns out to involve a much
smaller computational effort than time integration of the original system.
A major drawback is that the resulting GS may exhibit spurious dynamics in a some-
what unpredictable way. The reason for that is still controversial, but seems to be due
to the non-invariance of the POD manifold under the true dynamics [14]. Thus, intended
solutions to this difficulty somehow correct either the GS or the POD manifold in order
to make the latter invariant [6, 16]. In all these cases, the GS is intended to approach
the system dynamics in a particular attractor, which can be periodic, quasi-periodic, or
chaotic, and it is not suitable to reproduce transient behaviors.
A somewhat different approach, called local POD plus Galerkin projection (LPOD+GP)
method, was presented in [13] for one-dimensional parabolic equations and extended in
[18] for two-dimensional fluid dynamics problems. In both works, the LPOD+GP method
turned out to be both quite computationally efficient and robust, providing a good approx-
imation of the considered dynamics (either transients or a given attractor), eliminating
spurious behaviors. The main idea (see the sketch in Fig. 1) is to combine a numerical
code (NC) and a GS in interspersed time intervals, INC and IGS, respectively. Snapshots
are computed by the NC in each INC interval and are used to either calculate (in the
first INC interval) or update (in subsequent INC intervals) the relevant POD modes. The
governing equations are then Galerkin projected onto the most energetic POD modes
to obtain a GS that is integrated in the next IGS interval. Of course, the key point of
the method is to decide when each IGS interval must be terminated because the GS ap-
proximation is no longer acceptable. This is accomplished by means of an a priori error
estimate based on the amplitude of some additional higher order modes. In addition, a
second GS that retains a few more modes than necessary is integrated and (in conjunction
with the above mentioned a priori error estimate) provides a safe criterion for switching
between IGS and INC intervals, even in cases in which the involved dynamics are really
complex.
Since the first INC interval is much longer than the remaining INC intervals and the GS
is much computationally inexpensive than the NC, the crucial step to further improve the
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Figure 1: The local POD plus Galerkin projection method.
performance of the LPOD+GP method is to reduce the computational effort associated
with the snapshots calculation in the first INC interval. A key observation is that the
POD manifold depends only weakly on the particular values of the parameters of the
problem. In this work we will show how a suitable snapshots library can be constructed
from the POD manifolds calculated in other runs (for other parameter values). The use
of this library allows for drastically reducing the size of the first INC interval and thus
the involved computational cost. In other words, the library can be constructed using the
POD modes obtained from a set of snapshots calculated by the NC for other parameter
values (in, e.g., former applications of the LPOD+GP method). These POD modes may
(possibly) not contain a good approximation of the true dynamics for the actual set of
parameters, but they can be updated by adding a few snapshots for the true parameter
values. The computation of these new snapshots only requires to use the NC in a small
INC interval.
In order to explain and apply the introduced ideas, we will consider two test problems.
A. The complex Ginzburg-Landau (CGL) equation
∂tu = (1 + iα)∂xxu + µu − (1 + iβ)|u|2u, with u = 0 at x = 0, 1, (1)
with initial condition u(x, 0) = i sin(2πx) + (1 + i) sin(3πx), which is a fairly simple
equation that exhibits intrinsically complex dynamics [2]. The state variable u is
complex and the parameters µ, α, and β are real. This equation exhibits the mod-
ulational instability if αβ < 1 and µ is large. Increasing µ beyond the modulational
instability usually yields chaotic dynamics.
B. The unsteady lid-driven cavity (ULDC) problem [5, 8, 9], which describes the motion
of a liquid in an enclosed cavity whose upper wall is moving back and forth. The
governing equations are
∇ · v = 0, ∂tv + (v · ∇)v = −∇p + Re−1v, (2)
in the spatial domain 0 < x < 1, 0 < y < 1, with boundary conditions
v = 0 at x = 0, 1 and y = 0, v =
(
16 h(t)x2(1 − x)2, 0) at y = 1. (3)
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Here, v = (vx, vy) and p are the dimensionless velocity and pressure, and the
Reynolds number is defined as Re = u∗L/ν, where u∗ is the maximum lid forcing
(horizontal) velocity, L is the width of the cavity, and ν is the kinematic viscosity.
The function h accounts for temporal oscillations (either periodic or quasi-periodic).
Such time dependence of the driving velocity permits nontrivial dynamics at large
time for moderate Reynolds number.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The basic LPOD+GP method is
briefly recalled and its improvement using POD modes libraries is developed in section
2, where notation is established. The results of the paper are presented and discussed in
section 3. The paper ends with some concluding remarks, in section 4.
2 THE LOCAL POD PLUS GALERKIN PROJECTION METHOD
Let us consider a real or complex system of semilinear parabolic equations of the type
M∂tq = Lq + f(q, t), (4)
where q is a state vector, M and L are linear operators, with the highest order derivatives
accounted for in L, and f is a nonlinear operator. In the IGS intervals, q is approximated
by a linear combination of POD modes Qi as
q  qnGS =
n
∑
i=1
Ai(t)Qi, (5)
for certain amplitudes Ai
1. Replacing (5) into (4) and projecting the resulting equations
onto the POD modes, yields the following GS
n
∑
j=1
MGSij
dAj
dt
=
n
∑
j=1
LGSij Aj + fGSi (A1, . . . , An, t), (6)
where the matrices MGS and LGS, and the nonlinear functions fGSi are defined as
MGSij = 〈Qi,MQj〉, LGSij = 〈Qi,LQj〉, fGSi = 〈Qi,f(
n
∑
k=1
AkQk, t)〉. (7)
POD and Galerkin projection are performed in terms of a suitable inner product 〈·, ·〉.
Computational efficiency of the LPOD+GP method is enhanced by using an inner product
based on a limited number of discretization mesh points [13, 18]. Note that POD modes
are orthonormal with respect to the considered inner product.
1When the boundary conditions are nonhomogeneous q is usually replaced by q−q0 in the expansion
(5), where q0 satisfies the nonhomogeneous boundary conditions.
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In the first INC interval, POD modes are calculated from a set of N snapshots, namely
N instantaneous distributions of q. After truncation to n ≤ N modes, the relative root
mean square error when reconstructing the N snapshots is given by
RRMSENn =
√
√
√
√
∑N
j=n+1(σj)
2
∑N
j=1(σj)
2
, (8)
where σj is the singular value associated with the mode Qj. This formula is used to select
the number of retained modes. In subsequent INC intervals, the POD manifold is only
updated by applying POD to the following set of vectors
ν̂1Q̂1, . . . , ν̂nQ̂n, ν1Q1, . . . , νNQN . (9)
Here, Q̂1, . . . , Q̂n are the POD modes used in the last IGS interval, while the weights
ν̂1, . . . , ν̂n, ν1, . . . , νN are defined as
ν̂j = min
{
σ̂j
√
∑n
k=1(σ̂k)
2
,
〈|Aj|〉
√
∑n
k=1〈|Ak|〉2
}
, νj =
σj
√
∑N
k=1(σk)
2
, (10)
where, for each j, σ̂j is the singular value associated with Q̂j calculated in the last INC
interval and 〈|Aj|〉 is the temporal mean value of |Aj| in the last IGS interval; Q1, . . . , QN
are the POD modes calculated from the new snapshots in the new INC interval, and
σ1, . . . , σN are the corresponding singular values. By defining the weights of old and
new POD modes as in (10), we appropriately update the POD manifold avoiding its
contamination and making it dependent on the local dynamics [13, 18].
The instantaneous, spatial, relative error associated with the Galerkin approximation
(5) in each IGS interval is measured by
En = ‖q − qnGS‖ / ‖q‖. (11)
If En1 is sufficiently small for some n1 > n, then the quantity
En1n =
√
∑n1
j=n+1(Aj)
2
∑n1
j=1(Aj)
2
(12)
is a good estimate of En [13, 18]. This error estimate is fairly standard and plays an
essential role in the LPOD+GP method.
Now, the LPOD+GP method intends to approximate the solution of (4) within an
error bound ε in each IGS interval. This goal is achieved by retaining at the beginning of
each IGS interval a few more modes than necessary, which also provides an error estimate
to monitor the error [13, 18]. The method also involves a second GS which allows to deal
with highly unstable dynamics [13, 18].
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2.1 The basic method
As developed in [13, 18], the basic LPOD+GP method proceeds as follows. A previous
selection is made of the various parameters of the method appearing below, namely the
RRMS error bound, ε, the constant K, the time interval between snapshots, δsnaps, the
number of snapshots in the first INC interval, and the minimum length of the IGS intervals,
δGS,min. The LPOD+GP method can then be summarized in four steps, as follows.
i. In the first INC interval, POD modes are calculated taking as snapshots the selected
δsnaps-equispaced portraits of q. In the remaining INC intervals, POD modes are
calculated from the modified snapshots defined in (9).
ii. Three numbers of modes, n, n1, and n2, are defined as the smallest integers satisfying
RRMSENn < ε1 = ε/K, RRMSE
N
n1
< ε1/K, RRMSE
N
n2
< ε1/K
2, where the RRMSE
is defined in terms of the singular values as in equation (8) and the parameter K
needs to be calibrated (see [13, 18] and §2.2).
iii. Two GSs are constructed, retaining n1 and n2 modes, to calculate q
n1
GS =
∑n1
j=1 AjQj
and q̃n2GS =
∑n2
j=1 ÃjQj, respectively, taking as initial condition at t = t0 + δNC
the projections onto the POD manifolds of the NC solution calculated in step (i).
Both GSs are integrated monitoring the error estimate En1n defined in (12) and the
following estimate of En1 , Ên2n1 = |‖qnGS − q̃n2GS‖/‖q̃n2GS‖ − En1n |. Integration proceeds
until the last value of t, t1, such that
En1n ≤ ε, Ên2n1 ≤ ε1. (13)
The second restriction in (13) is used to impose consistency between the two GSs
in connection with higher order modes. Now, there are two alternatives.
1. If the resulting value of δGS < δGS,min, then a new value of δNC is defined as
δNC,new = min{δNC,estimated, 2δNC,old}, where
δNC,estimated = δNC,old + max
{
δsnaps,
δGS,min − δGS
δGS,min
δNC,old
}
.
The NC solution is completed in the new part added to the INC interval and
step (ii) is repeated.
2. Otherwise, the method proceeds to next step.
iv. If t1 < T (final value of t), then the value of q at t2 reconstructed from the last
Galerkin state with n2 modes is taken as initial condition, and step (i) is repeated.
Otherwise, the procedure ends.
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The effectiveness of the LPOD+GP method can be measured in terms of the ratio of
the total time span to the total length of the INC intervals, namely
Theoretical Compression = T/
∑
δNC . (14)
The actual CPU compression factor may also be defined [18], which obviously depends
on the CPU unit and the software used to construct the ROM.
As thoroughly shown in [13, 18], the method produces fairly good results (namely,
the method provides the solution within the required precision, with large theoretical
compression factors), which is due to the fact that the a priori error estimate defined
above works quite well.
2.2 Improved method using weighted POD modes libraries
The POD modes library can be constructed in various ways, including:
• The POD manifold resulting from applying POD to a set of generic functions, such
as Fourier and orthogonal polynomials, depending on the boundary conditions.
• The POD manifold resulting from other runs of the method for other parameter
values. In this case, the weights of the POD modes are those appearing in the last
INC interval, defined in eq.(10).
• Different libraries can be mixed up by just applying POD to the joint sets of modes,
after appropriately weighting them as explained in the previous item.
Once the POD modes library is defined, it is used in the first INC interval as done
in the basic method with the old POD manifold in subsequent INC intervals. In other
words, the POD manifold in the first INC interval is calculated by applying POD to the
set (9), where ν̂jQ̂j are the weighted modes from the library, while νjQj are as in eq.(9).
The idea is that the required number of snapshots, N , will be small provided that the
POD modes library includes some of the directions in the required POD manifold. In
fact, the selection of the library is not critical.
3 RESULTS
For illustration, the basic LPOD+GP method and its improvement described above
are now applied to the two test problems introduced in §1.
3.1 The complex Ginzburg-Landau equation
In the CGL equation, the numerical solver results from discretizing the spatial deriva-
tives with centered, second order finite differences, and integrating the resulting system
of ODEs using Matlab ode15s, which is also used to time integrate the Galerkin system.
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Figure 2: CGL equation: evolution at the points x = 1/2 ( ), x = 1/4 ( ), and x = 3/4 ( )
in the test cases TC1 (top, left), TC2 (top, right), TC3 (bottom, left), and TC4 (bottom, right).
Four test cases are considered, which are defined for the following parameter values
(µ, α, β) = (95,−1.5, 12) (TC1), (µ, α, β) = (85,−2, 19) (TC2), (15)
(µ, α, β) = (65,−1.5, 10) (TC3), (µ, α, β) = (180,−2, 15) (TC4). (16)
These yield representative dynamics of the equation (see Fig.2) and will be used to con-
struct POD modes libraries. The first two of them will also be used to check the perfor-
mance of the method. Note that after a transient the system shows reflection symmetric
relaxation oscillations in TC1 and even simpler oscillations in TC3, while TC2 and TC4
show representative, non-reflection symmetric chaotic dynamics.
The performance of the basic and improved versions of the method is illustrated in
Fig.3, where the lengths of the interspersed INC and IGS intervals is indicated in terms
of the time steps required in each of them, both using the basic version of the method
(labelled as LPOD+GP) and the improved version of the method, with various libraries,
as indicated. The label LF stands for the library resulting from applying POD to the set
of Fourier modes sin(πx), for  = 1, . . . , 50, and the labels LTCk, for k = 1, . . . , 4, denote
the last POD manifold resulting from the application of the basic LPOD+GP method
to the test case TCk in the interval 0 ≤ t ≤ 1; LF + LTC3 and LTC1 + LTC3 denote
the libraries resulting from mixing (as explained above) the two indicated libraries. The
parameters of the method are ε = 0.005, K = 100, δsnaps = 0.0005, and δGS,min = 0.06;
the numbers of required POD modes are of the order of (n, n1, n2) = (25, 30, 40) in both
test cases TC1 and TC2. As a general comment, both the basic and the improved method
work as well as the basic method did in [13].
Some remarks are now in order. Concerning the test case TC1 (left plots in Fig.3):
• The basic LPOD+GP method requires only two INC intervals, whose lengths are
403 and 1 time steps. The theoretical compression factor is 4.95.
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Figure 3: CGL equation: the INC ( ) and IGS ( ) intervals in 0 ≤ t ≤ 1 for the test cases TC1
(left) and TC2 (right). The number shown above each INC interval is the number of required time steps.
• Using both the generic library LF and the customized library LTC3 produce similar
results, namely they divide by 3.5 the length of the first INC interval (the new
compression factor is 18.39). This is because the dynamics of the test case TC3 are
much simpler than those of the test case that is simulated (see Fig.2).
• Using the library LTC4 produces optimal results since it reduces the length of the
first INC interval to its minimum possible value, namely just one time step (the
resulting compression factor is 1000). This is because the new library results from
the test case TC4, which exhibits more complex dynamics than the dynamics that
are being simulated. It is remarkable that the parameter values of the test cases
TC1 and TC4 are quite different from each other (see eqs.(15)-(16)).
• If the (somewhat simple) libraries LF and LTC3 are mixed up, the performance of
the method is as optimal as when using the (more complex) library LTC4. This
seems to be due to the fact that each one of the libraries LF and LTC3 spans a
limited part of the phase space of the equation, but when these two libraries are
mixed up, the resulting library spans a larger part of the phase space. The latter is
in fact large enough as to allow for completing the POD manifold calculation with
a slight updating in the first INC interval.
The last two remarks illustrate well the robustness of the method. The performance of
the basic and improved LPOD+GP methods for the test case TC2 (right plots in Fig.3)
exhibits similar trends. The main difference is that the dynamics of TC2 are more complex
and the basic LPOD+GP method requires larger INC intervals. The improved method
instead highly decreases the INC intervals, especially when the LTC1 and LTC3 libraries
(both resulting from much simpler dynamics than the dynamics of TC2) are mixed up,
which increases the compression factor from 3.76 to 400.
Finally, to further illustrate the robustness of the method, a random generation of
the parameters of the CGL equation (1) in the intervals µ ∈ [50, 100], α ∈ [−2.5,−1.5],
β ∈ [10, 20] produced the values (µ, α, β) = (81.87,−1.77, 15.45). In this case the method
behaves as before: without libraries the compression factor is 3.01, while using the libraries
9
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LTC3, LTC1, LF + LTC1, and LTC1 + LTC3 the compression factors are 8.24, 15.06, 333,
and 400, respectively.
3.2 The unsteady lid-driven cavity problem for Re=100
The numerical solver for the ULDC problem (2)–(3) is a rough industrial-like code,
which includes some artificial tricks to accelerate its performance. The Galerkin projec-
tion instead is based on the exact equations, discretized using a classical Crank-Nicolson
scheme; see [18] for details. Five test cases are now considered to build up the POD
modes libraries. These test cases are obtained using the following lid driving function h
(appearing in the boundary condition (3)):
h = sin(2πt/7) cos(t/14) (TC1), h = sin(πt/10) cos(5t/4) (TC2),
h = sin(2t/π) + 0.5 cos t (TC3), h = sin t (TC4), h = 1 (TC5).
Note that the first three of them are quasi-periodic, the fourth one is periodic, and the
last one is steady. The initial condition is always the quiescent state, meaning that all of
them exhibit unsteady behaviors, even under steady forcing.
The counterpart of Fig.3 is Fig.4. Note that the compression factors are now smaller,
which is due to the nature of the numerical solver that is being used. Otherwise, the
performance of the basic and improved LPOD+GP method exhibits the same trends as
in the CGL equation. In particular:
• The libraries always shorten the length of the first INC interval, and this effect
is stronger when the library results from a test case that exhibits more complex
dynamics.
• Mixing libraries always produces a larger benefit than when each library is used
alone. This is true even in cases in which the dynamics implicit in the libraries are
simpler than the dynamics that are being simulated.
• The reduction of the first INC interval (which was already somewhat small as re-
sulting from the basic LPOD+GP method) is only moderate, but the libraries also
succeed in reducing the length of the subsequent INC intervals, thus improving the
overall performance of the method.
4 CONCLUSIONS
A method based on POD modes libraries has been developed that highly improves the
performance of the basic LPOD+GP method. The improvement has been illustrated and
checked in two paradigmatic examples, namely the complex Ginzburg-Landau equation
and the unsteady lid-driven cavity problem. The following remarks are in order:
10
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Figure 4: Counterpart of Fig.3 for the ULDC problem.
• The selection of the POD modes libraries is not critical. They can be constructed
either out of a set of generic functions or using POD manifolds resulting from pre-
vious runs of the method for different parameter values. This is quite interesting
envisaging applications in industrial environments, where solvers are usually run for
a large amount of sets of parameter values.
• The libraries resulting from more complex dynamics than those that are being sim-
ulated usually work better than the libraries resulting from simpler dynamics.
• The combination of POD modes libraries usually produces much better results than
when each library is used alone.
All these suggest that many parabolic equations and systems might exhibit a POD man-
ifold that approximately contains (or almost contains) not only the attractors but also a
significant part of the most relevant transient behaviors.
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